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Mission and Vision

Mission Statement
The mission of the Office of Technology and Administrative Services is to align with the
mission of New Castle County Government by maintaining a secure infrastructure with
cloud-hosted solutions providing best practices for County operations, constituents and

customers. This includes strategies to improve our cybersecurity posture, and modernize
information systems, public records management, and procurement practices.

Vision Statement
The vision is to advance
data-driven capabilities,
expand transparency,
enable innovation, and
deliver digital services to
improve constituent/
customer experiences.
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Strategic Outlook
Enterprise IS Strategic Goals & Objectives
Technology plays a critical role in delivering government services and information to County
constituents and customers. IS supports the County as a strategic partner providing insight to enable

government services and achieve efficiencies while safeguarding systems and data. IS engages business
partners to understand their technology needs and vets all new software for risks and compatibility.
IS enables digital government in ways that reduce stand-alone systems requiring excessive administrative support. The shift to SaaS solutions provides quality services and consistent constituent/customer
experiences. It eliminates administrative tasks for staff and IS, achieving efficiencies and cost savings.
Cloud migration establishes an agile government environment allowing the County to respond quickly
and adapt with agility. Strategic goals aim to lower costs and reinvest cost savings in future solutions.

2021 Continuation of Telework and Pandemic Response
MOST PRESSING CHALLENGES
FOR COUNTY LEADERSHIP

PRIORITY FOCUS AREAS FOR
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Impact of extreme crises on the public

Cybersecurity

Ensuring multi-year funding for programs

Cloud Computing

Imposing federal policies & legal constraints

Disaster Recovery/COO

State responsibilities transferred to counties

Legacy Modernization

Population demographic changes

CX Design & Engagement
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Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity Strategies typically originate from NACo events where we learn the
ever-evolving threat landscape, federal funding opportunities and local government impacts.
Strategic goals aim to strengthen network integrity and improve visibility and response. IS
participates at Delaware Cybersecurity Advisory Council (DCSAC) regular meetings and
leverages MS-ISAC best practices. The CTO has clearance for classified State briefings, and
attends Homeland Security Fusion Center events at Delaware Information & Analysis Center.

2021 Accomplishments
1.

Conducted a Penetration Test that brought awareness to the controls and resources
needed to fully secure systems and cyber hygiene to optimal capacity.

2.

Selected MS-ISAC Managed Services to monitor our external network server logs
for anomalies based on signatures collected from multiple municipalities.

3.

Secured Leadership support to make cybersecurity awareness training an annual
compliance requirement managed by HR.

2022 Priority Programs
1.

Optimize cybersecurity investments.

2.

Investigate and acquire tools to automate cyber threat response.

3.

Hire a cybersecurity compliance analyst to monitor and enforce security standards
and policies.
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Cloud Computing

Cloud Computing Strategic Goals
When IS identifies a connected infrastructure need, we leverage Gartner Analytical Services to
review market leaders and formalize strategies. Before 2021, our back-up strategy relied on
redundancy across data centers and we needed cloud storage to improve resiliency. Server
hardware from the prior administration was also over-capacity, expensive, and inefficient.
In 2021, IS upgraded to virtual SANs providing a modern core infrastructure and linked that
with a secure cloud storage service. This change upgraded storage area network, increased
computing capacity and provided a stable computing environment for IS to enable digital
government services with agility.
This cloud migration strategy lowers power usage, reduces IS administration, and saves
operating costs. Cloud computing enables an agile government environment and makes the
County more energy efficient saving costs countywide.

2021 Accomplishments
1.

Implemented secure cloud backup services.

2.

Upgraded on-prem server infrastructure to virtual SANs.

3.

Implemented ECM cloud solution with remote imaging capability.

2022 Priority Programs
1.

Upgrade to cloud VOIP solution.

2.

Expand cloud backup SaaS with ransomware detection and remediation.

3.

Design, engineer and expand use of IaaS to include our server farms.
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Disaster Recovery

DR/
COO
DR/COO Strategies traditionally involve the Office of Emergency Management, but
due to increasing ransomware occurrences, Leadership relied on IS to develop cybersecurity strategies that strengthen County DR/COO resiliency.
IS knows it’s critical to eliminate bottlenecks for emergency planning and execution to
work well so we implemented a hybrid storage solution. valid and reliable in a secure
container for continuing operations, if necessary. This strategy ensures that County data
is backed-up to a secure container in the cloud for continuing operations, if needed.

2021 Accomplishments
1.

Implemented a secure backup service in the cloud.

2.

Reduced our data center footprint by upgrading to virtual SANs.

3.

Established cybersecurity awareness training as an annual compliance requirement.

2022 Priority Programs
1.

Continue to transition desktops to laptops.

2.

Expand cloud backup SaaS with ransomware detection and remediation.

3.

Design, engineer and expand use of IaaS to include our server farms.
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Legacy Modernization

Legacy Shift to SaaS Strategy
IS plays an important role influencing a culture of change in government where protocols
remain unchanged for decades. IS knows that modernizing legacy systems is complex
and needs to consider business areas being resistant to retiring a system they customized
for over 20 years. IS strives to rationalize redundant applications, incorporate outliers,
simplify workflows, and standardize data and reporting.
IS approaches modernization projects with fixed-term resources to conduct business
analysis, project management and process change management. IS approaches change
with a focus on communication and collaboration from the BRD/RFP to adopting best
practices without any change configuration. SaaS solutions can easily find a problem to
solve, but IS prioritizes finding the right SaaS partner with a right-sized solution.
Modernization goals strive for human-centered outcomes to improve user experiences for
constituents, customers and staff. Replacing legacy systems with SaaS solutions and
adopting best practices without any changes achieves cloud security, process efficiencies,
reporting capabilities, cost savings, and long-term sustainability.

2020 & 2021 Accomplishments

2022 Priority Programs
1. Implement Munis HCM and PTG Pension Gold solutions and retire PeopleSoft.
2. Implement PaaS for consistent/modern payment experience across services.
3. Rationalize redundant functions across Land Use, Treasury and Public Works, and
implement SaaS solutions with a goal to reduce software providers.
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Constituent Engagement

Customer-centric solutions that are intuitive and convenient.

Constituent/Customer Engagement
Building on the momentum of sustainable constituent-centric programs developed from
CARES Act funding, ARPA Task Force Committees actively engaged the public using
online forms to gain insights around how residents and businesses want to invest those
funds to Reimagine New Castle County. IS responded by creating a website for ARPA
grant applications and enabling transparent ARPA distributions on the County website.
IS upgraded the County website in 2021 providing improved navigation and modern
features like ADA compliance remediation enabling equitable accessibility and ChatBot
call center solution ensuring consistent call routing.
Building on the State Broadband program, IS initiated a study of cellular coverage
deficiencies in New Castle County to remediate dead zones in rural and underserved
areas. IS will use ARPA funding to execute the study and collaborate with state and
local agencies to make mobile connectivity equitable.

2021 Accomplishments
1. Upgraded website platform to SaaS solution with ADA compliance remediation tool.
2. Launched ARPA grant application website with scoring matrix to promote transparency.
3. Facilitated RFP for enterprise PaaS solution to provide modern payment options.

2022 Priority Programs
1. Modernize website with ADA compliance tool and ChatBot call center solution.
2. Implement PaaS solution for consistent payment experience across services.
3. Remediate cellular deficiencies in underserved areas collaborating with State partners.
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New Castle County Countryside

Becks Pond

Brandywine Springs

Glasgow

